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OUR BRAVE WAR NURSES

Hats off, gentlemen, to our brave war nurses, women of the Q.A.I.M.N.S.
and T.A.N.S. They’re in the front line everywhere - even at sea.

Some of them have seen the Navy in action. Others have -

Transferred from one ship to another in midocean to nurse a seaman

taken ill at sea;

Nursed a woman who had been severaly injured on a trawler and stayed
with her on the trawler after all others had been trans-shipped to

a destroyer;

Escaped from a sinking ship by climbing down a rope ladder seventy feet

in length.

In another convoy was one ship with only one female aboard. She was an

Assistant Matron in the Q.A.I.M.N.S. She was taken ill, but the convoy went

on. Two sisters were brought over from another ship to look after her and

supervise the sick bay.

These women of the Q.A.I.M.N.S. are serving wherever duty calls; and huge

cockroaches that eat silk underwear and/"enjoy meals provided by one’s best pyjamas”

are just "minor troubles” to them.

Tropical heat hinders them in their work; so do the tiny ants, which are

literally everywhere, including the dining room table". But, as some of these

nurses say in letters home, "We seem to manage to nurse all the same".

Some of these front line nurses were sent to a country in mid-winter.

They arrived in bitterly cold weather, were housed in hotels without heating

of any kind. Yet they didn’t grumble. "We were comfortable”, they wrote home,

"except for the doubtful drainage and the lack of water supply”.

And it was nothing for them to "meet the cesspool in the kitchen".

These women of the Q.A.I.M.N.S. pass lightly over the difficulties of

creating difficulties where few or no facilities exist; where packing oases

become cupboards and sheets of corrugated iron serve as draining boards,

temperamental primus-stoves replace gas-rings and native orderlies, of varying

degrees of intelligence and with no knowledge of English - but one and all

keen and helpful - give what assistance they can and are gradually turned into

useful nursing orderlies.

But these nurses have some pleasant memories as well - memories of kindness

and hospitality showered upon them at ports en route, of a whole train put at

their disposal for a tour of a country at a port of which they made a call,
a 300 miles’ motor drive while awaiting their turn to re-embark, visits to

training schools for Zula girls.

It must not be forgotten that in this war of uncertain movement many

Sisters are suffering periods of inactivity in all war areas, those periods in

which it is more difficult than at any other time to win the "war of nerves".

It is at these times they need all possible discipline and self control, waiting
and wondering or only temporarily carrying on in small stations at home, doing the

work at hand in the knowledge that at a later date they too may be required
to serve at home or abroad in the Military Medical Units.
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